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Oxygen therapy is the main supportive treatment in hypoxemic respiratory failure
and has traditionally been delivered using low and high low devices. However, the
maximal low rates that these devices can deliver are limited because of the insuf icient
heat and humidity provided to the gas administered. Low low devices such as the
nasal cannula, conventional face mask and reservoir bag deliver a low rate of up to
15 L/min by administering more variable oxygen fractions (FiO2), depending on the
patient’s respiratory pattern, peak inspiratory low and characteristics of the devices.
Conventional high low devices, such as venturi type masks, utilize a constant low of
oxygen through precisely sized ports, entraining the ambient air, using the Bernoulli
principle, providing a more constant inspired oxygen fraction. However, they are less
tolerated than nasal cannulas because they are less comfortable and the insuf icient
humidi ication and heating of the gas delivered [1].
In the last two decades, new devices have been developed to administer high
humidi ied and heated low through a nasal cannula (HFNC) that also allows the
delivery of oxygen with a known FiO2 up to 100%. In the literature, this technique
has also been called mini CPAP (continuous positive airway pressure), transnasal
insuf lation, high nasal low ventilation, high low oxygen therapy, and high low nasal
cannula oxygen therapy [2].
It is considered that high low nasal cannula has certain bene its compared to those
of oxygen therapy previously detailed. HFNC manages a low of more than 30 L/min,
which is able to surpass the peak inspiratory low of the patient, being able to reach
values between 60-80 L/min depending on the low used. The gas source, which may
be delivered by an air/oxygen blender, fans, or a low generating turbine, is connected
by an active humidi ier to a nasal cannula and the FiO2 can be adjusted independently
of the low.
From a clinical point of view, there is some confusion between venturi and high low
nasal cannula devices. In the literature, both have been considered as high low oxygen
therapy devices. In our opinion this is not appropriate because the high nasal cannula
low is much more than a simple system for administering oxygen therapy [3]. Venturitype masks provide the patient with a gas mixture with a controlled FiO2, but do not
exert additional bene its on the ventilator mechanics of the patient. Nevertheless,
HFNC allows the delivery of a high low, which can also add oxygen therapy, providing
a series of physiological effects that imply an active treatment to respiratory failure.
Effects related to HFNC include the following:
1. Delivery of higher and more stable FiO2 values, because the low delivered is
greater than the patient’s inspiratory demand.
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2. The anatomical dead space decreases by washing the nasopharynx, consequently
increases alveolar ventilation. This improves the thoracoabdominal synchrony.
3. Respiratory work decreases because it acts as a mechanical stent in the airway
and markedly attenuates inspiratory resistance.
4. The gas administered is warmed and humidi ied, improving mucociliar
clearance, reducing the risk of atelectasis, improving ventilation perfusion and
oxygenation ratio.
5. There is a CPAP-like effect. The dynamic positive espiratory airway pressure
generated by HFNC reaches a value between 6-8cmH2o depending on the
low and the size of the cannula. This positive pressure distends the lungs and
ensures their recruitment.
6. Pulmonary end-expiratory volume is higher with HFCN than with conventional
high- low oxygen therapy.
7. In addition, the technique is considered easy and simple for the medical staff and
nurses, and can be used in different areas (emergency, hospitalization, critical
care unit, weaning centers) and even at home [4].
Currently available evidence has demonstrated that HFNC therapy is an alternative
for the treatment of acute hypoxemic respiratory failure, hypercapnic respiratory
failure, acute heart failure, as rescue therapy preventive therapy in post-extubation
respiratory failure and in speci ic conditions such as bronchoscopy [5].
We believe that high- low nasal cannula treatment should not be confused with
high low oxygen therapy of venturi masks. According to detailed mechanisms of
action, HFNC is not limited to being only an oxygen therapy system but also behaves
as a true treatment that can be used in different clinical scenarios, generating
physiological bene its that result in the reduction of respiratory work. In addition, in
venturi type masks, the air is not humidi ied and complications such as dryness and
nasal pain are common, generating a poor tolerance to oxygen therapy. The bene its
of proper humidi ication and heating of the gas delivered with HFNC therapy allow
better comfort and tolerance of the patient with easy adherence to the treatment. All
this contributes to making HFNC be considered a technique of choice in patients with
hypoxemic respiratory failure. The growth in its use associated with easy acceptance
for patients and the expansion in its application show us that HFNC is a promising
therapy.
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